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I will start as a summary since everyone were eager to know how my story goes, then, I will start my true
long story which entitled : "Secrets Untold"
Enjoy my whole Yugioh story summary ! ^^ tell me if you don't understand..:)
Provided by Fanart Central.
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1 - A Mysterious But Familiar Person
Attention : from chapter 2 to the end, I will use BLACK brackets which is (...) in replace of the symbol
"..." due to some problems in my other computer which is faster and has no javascript...-____Title : A Mysterious But Familiar Person
Disclaimer : All Yugioh charaters ( including Yugi, Yami, Joey, Kaiba, Tristen, Tea, Mai, Mokuba,etc..)
are belonged to Kazuki Takahashi BUT Celine and Nicole are belong to me!! :P
Enjoy this chapter! ^^
The story begins in two years later, after the ceremony battle between Atemu and Yugi. Yugi was still
hang out with his friends ( Joey, Tristen and Tea ), and since the ceremony battle ended, Yugi started to
play basketball and badminton with Joey and Tristen. ( So, that's why he grows taller, maybe as tall as
Joey! XD ) He became more active and matured. One day, Yugi dreamed about Yami who told him that
they will meet again soon...Yugi was shocked to see him in his dream and wondered what Yami has just
said. Later on, he received a letter from Seto Kaiba ( Yep! Yugi has gained a little respect from Seto
Kaiba and they always dueled with each other after the ceremony battle ) and said that the Germany
"Game Company" wanted to have an interview with Kaiba and Yugi about their dueling skills. When Yugi
arrived at Germany, he saw a person that looked identical to Yami. He wanted to follow that person but
he lost the sight of him when he entered a train station. ( It was very crowded!) After the interview was
over, Kaiba told Yugi that he was allowed to stay here for a few days since that Kaiba has some
bussiness to do with the Germany "Game Company" before he sent Yugi back to Japan. The next day,
Yugi went to a park and saw that person again! Yugi went to see him and was shocked that the person
looed exactly like Yami ( *gasp* o.O ) However, the person that looked like Yami didn't know anything
about Yugi except..his name! ( and strangely he recognised Yugi but he just knew his name, nothing
else! and that person asked Yugi why he knew his name - this showed that that person's name was
Yami! and yes, Yami has reborned and he's the same age as Yugi. )
Stay tune to the next chapter! Chapter 2 : Reborn and a new discovery! :D

2 - Reborn and a new discovery
Title : Reborn and a new discovery
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Enjoy this chapter! ^^

The person whose name is Yami told Yugi that he only knows his name because he always saw Yugi in
his dreams. Not just that, he saw Joey, Tristen, Tea and other duelists in his dreams too! This happened
since he was 7 years old. ( This might have a connection with Yugis Millennium Puzzle, do you
remember that Yugi gets the puzzle when he was 7 years old ? ) Yugi opened his bag and took a box
out ( do you remember the box that contains Millennium Puzzle ? after the ceremony battle, he put all
his duel monster cards into this box ). Yugi asked Yami whether he remembered this box or not. Yami
took the box and said that he did not know anything about this box. Suddenly, the box glowed brightly
and Yamis memory of his past and the memory of him with his friends returned to him. Yugi realized
that this is the Millennium Box because his grandfather, Solomon told him once that an Egyptian called
Akunadin ( remember him ? :P ) has created 7 Millennium Items and this is the 8th Millennium Item. This
box can seal a persons memory of his/her past or present and it can also seal a Millennium Items
power. Yami got all of his memories back thanks to the Millennium Box. Yugi was overjoyed and invited
him to stay in his house ( in Japan ).
Since he was an orphan, he can decide his own choice and I am sure that Yugis family members will
allow Yami to stay with him So now, Yami is back! Yay!! ^^

Stay tune to the next chapter , Chapter 3 : Surprises !

3 - Surprises
Title : Surprises
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
You know how Yami appears in my story So who appears next ? You will find out in this chapter. Enjoy!
^^

After the interview with Germany (Game Company) ( I just dont know how to named this company
-____- ) and the encounter with Yami, everything was gone back to normal. This time, Yami stayed in
Yugis house and of course, Yugi told everyone about Yami and the Millennium Box. ( So, everyone who
are friends with Yami are overjoyed, especially Joey, Tristen and Tea! ) but Seto is getting grumpy when
he knew that Yami has returned, because he has another rival! ( lol XD ) Yami and Yugi were studied in
the same class, many students thought they were twins! :P ( Because Yugi and Yami are in the same
height! ) One day, Yugis neighbour moved to somewhere else. A few days later, a new family that came
from Malaysia moved to Yugis neighbours house! Both Yugi and Yami were dueling in their room ( they
shared a room but have two beds, you know, a bed that has a ladder! XD ) Solomon, Yugis grandfather
told them that they have a new neighbour. Solomon invited one of the family members into their house.
Then, a girl entered Yugis room and Yugi was shocked to see his old pen-pal, Celine! ( Yay! My
character appeared! XD ) They hugged each other and Yugi introduced Celine and Yami to each other.
Yugi told Yami that he and Celine met each other since they were kindergarden until when Celine and
Yugi were 8 years old. ( Yep! They are in the same age! ) Celine had to go back to her homeland,
Malaysia because of her grandmothers illnessand her fathers business. ( Celine was born in Malaysia
and she moved to Japan when she was 3 years old because one of her mothers cousin was a
Japanese and Celines family decided to stay in Japan for a few years. ) Since then, Celine and Yugi
sent letters or email to each other.
So, Celine knew everything about Yugis (other self) after Yugi completed his puzzle and everything
happened from Duelist Kingdom until when ceremony battle ended!

Stay tune for the next chapter ! Chapter 4 : The Tournament !

4 - The Tournament
Title : The Tournament
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Celine moved back to Japan again because Celines father had his own company and he wanted to
cooperate with Celines mothers cousin .
Enjoy this chapter! ^^

The relationship between Yugi, Yami and Celine became closer after Celine moved to Japan . ( Plus,
Celine was their neighbour! ^^ ) Yugi and Yami also introduced Celine to all of their friends including
Joey, Tristen and Tea Gardner ( of course! ) . Besides that, Celine was also studied in the same class as
Yugi and Yami. Two weeks later, a tournament began at KaibaLand and a total of 96 duelists from all
around the world joined this tournament including Yugi, Yami, Joey, Mai Valentine and Seto himself !
Celine give it a try because she told Yugi that she has a ( secret teacher ) to teach her how to duel so
Celine joined the tournament too. There were 6 rounds in this tournament. Heres the details and the
division of number of duelists in each round :

1st round : 96 duelists ( 48 duelists against 48 duelists )
2nd round : 48 duelists ( 24 duelists against 24 duelists )
3rd round : 24 duelists ( 12 duelists against 12 duelists )
4th round : 12 duelists ( 6 duelists against 6 duelists )
5th round : 6 duelists ( 3 duelists against 3 duelists )
6th round ( Final ) : 3 duelists ( using a machine )

( it was just like Duelist Kingdom but this tournament would not used the star to determine which duelist
moved to the next round. ) The duelist that wins against another duelist can moved to the next round.
The only rule is that a duelist can only duel with one duelist in each round. If a duelist duel more than
one duelist, then that duelist will be disqualified from the tournament. :P except the 6th round, duelists
will enter a machine. When the duelists enter the machine, it will bring them to a 3-dimentional world and
the three duelists have to destroy the monsters by dueling with their own duel monsters. After that, they

will meet 10 duelists created by the machine and they need to defeat all of them before they moved on
to their next task. Finally if a duelist defeated a duelist that was created by the machine known as ( The
King ) , then the duelist can make it to the end and he or she is the winner of the tournament! ^^

the explanation of the tournament is done! Thank you for the readers who keep reading my story
although it is just a summary XD I will update more chapters soon so be patient. Stay tune to the next
chapter! Chapter 5 : The 6 Kings

5 - The 6 Kings
Title : The 6 Kings
Disclaimer : see chapter 1 and (The 6 Kings) are created by me! XD
So, everyone around the world has entered the tournament including Yugi, Yami, Celine, Joey, Kaiba
and Mai Valentine, what happens next ? You will find out soon, Enjoy! ^^

The tournament has begun and just you have suspected, Yugi and friends entered the 4th round
successfully. When they look at the board where the name of their opponents were listed, Kaiba was
slightly surprised that their opponents were the famous group of duelists in Germany who were known
as (The 6 Kings). They are Ken, Kris, Kelvin, Kaarlo, Karnword, and Kellen. ( They are brothers and they
were born in the family which their tradision is to (duel) ! o.O that is why their last name are called
(dueler) ) They were known as the undefeatable duelists and they possessed amazing duel monster
cards. Kaiba knew them because the chief minister of the (Game Company) from Germany told him the
story about them. He also told Yugi and the others not to underestimate them but Joey seem confident
and told Kaiba not to worry. Kaiba replied to him by telling how foolish and stupid he was to think
something like that ( because Joey cant even beat Kaiba! ) Before Joey was ready to swing his fist on
Kaiba, Yugi stopped him and said the 4th round has just begun so Yugi and the others rushed to the
battle field where they duel against their opponents. Everyone was ready except Celine who was kind of
nervous. A few hours later, the battle was over. Yugi and the others were all entered to the 5th round (
much to Kaibas surprise because Joey beat one of the member of (The 6 Kings) easily ) The only one
left who was still in the 4th round was Celine and her opponent was Kellen, the leader of (The 6 Kings).
She was afraid that she could not beat Kellen so someone (inside) her told her that (she) would take
Celines place and dueled with Kellen. Celine had no choice but to agree with that person (inside) her.
After she (transform) into another person, (she) walked into battle field and was ready to duel with
Kellen.
Who is the person (inside) Celine ? Find out in the next chapter! Capter 6 : The difference !
- for your information, the person (inside) Celine was actually a spirit! Youll find out soon..:P

6 - The difference
Title : The difference
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Enjoy this chapter! If you dont understand anything about this story or chapter, tell me please!

Everyone enjoyed watching the battle between (her) and Kellen. However, only Yugi and Yami noticed
the differences between Celine and the girl who was standing on the battle field, ready to pick another
card from her deck. This girl was tied with a blue rubber band in pony-tailed style. Her eyes seemed to
look sharper than Celine. Other than that, she wore a different outfit, a purple jacket with yellow
sleeveless shirt and dark blue jeans. It doesnt matter what she was wearing or why she tied her hair up.
What matters are her sudden changes on the way she spoke and her behavior. Her voice seemed to be
slightly deeper than Celine and only Yugi noticed that. Celine and Yugi are pen-pals and they always
used webcams to chat when they were online. Yugi will never forget her sweet voice. The way Celine
behaved did not looked like the girl on the battle field. The girl was more like the tomboy type and she
was more confident, braver and matured than Celine. She could disguise as a man easily! Nevermind
that, what it matters the most was the battle between the girl and Kellen who was a skillful duelist.
Eventually, it was the girl who wins the duel and entered the 5th round successfully. (She) walked down
the ladder of the battle field and went towards the place where Yugi and the others were located, leaving
a shocking Kellen behind. Before Yugi and the others had the chance to see the girls face, she
(transform) back to Celine. Celine was glad that the person (inside) her had helped her win this 4th
round. If it was not for (her), Kellen would have defeated her in this round. Everyone were happy for
Celine except Yugi and Yami who were just smiled and congratulated Celine on her victory to the 5th
round. Yugi and Yami were sure that (the girl) on the battle field just now was not Celine and they were
determined to find out the real identity of (the girl). Before Yugi and the others left the battle field, Kellen
rushed to Celines side and proposed to her. ( o.O ) and somehow, Yugi was slightly jealous of Kellen
with unknown reasons. ( lol..XD )
But do not worry, Celine has no interest in Kellen so she rejected his proposal, poor Kellen! XD the
identity of (the girl) will be revealed soon! So stay tune for the next chapter, Chapter 7 : Tea Appears!

7 - Tea Appears!
Title : Tea Appears!
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Sorry that I did not tell you who is the person ( inside ) Celine but I have given you some clues, right ? I
believe that some of you have found out the real identity of ( that person ) especially my FAC friends! XD
To the people who have did not know anything about ( her ), you will find out soon, I assure you! XP So
keep on reading! And Enjoy! :D

In the 5th round, 3 duelists will duel against another 3 dueslists. ( so, I planned to do this!! Hehehee&XD
)
1) Yugi against Joey
2) Yami against Kaiba
3) Celine against Mai Valentine

(is that okay ? lol..) Back to the story, Everyone were looking forward to see their next battle especially
Kaiba who was eager to beat Yami ( sometimes, Yugi ) and once he defeat Yami, he gets his pride and
title back! ( lol ! ) When they went to the food store to have a break, Ryou and Tea Gardner was waiting
for them, they were sitting on the bench near to the ice-cream store. She was trilled to see Yami, ever
since she found out that Yami has reborn to this world, she was overjoyed and always be by Yamis
side. ( Oh! By the way, Tea and Celine met each other when they were kindergarden so she was happy
to meet her old friend! ) Tea seemed to get closer to Yami everyday ( too close, perhaps! XD ) which
annoyed Yami . He knew that Tea was a charming, kind and friendly person and he was happy to have
a friend like her but Tea was not that type he likes. He wanted to tell her the truth but not now. As Tea
sitting close to Yami, Yugi watched Celines every move and just then, he noticed something on her right
hand. Something was glimmering on her middle finger. A golden ring , he thought. Before he noticed the
symbol on the middle of the ring, Kaibas brother, Mokuba who was in charge of the announcement and
the arrangement of the tournament with Kaibas guidance, announced that the 5 th round will start in 10
minutes after the break. Everyone was ready for the tournament and they arranged their decks carefully.
They wished each other good luck except Kaiba who wished to defeat Yami but simply wished them
good luck too. They were so excited but little did they know the danger that awaited them. In the
darkness behind the corner of the food store, stood a man who was wearing a black cape and a mask to
cover his face. He was watching three persons, two boys..and a girl.
Who was the man in the black cape? Who will win this tournament ? What happen next ? the answers

will be revealed if you keep reading so stay tune for the next chapter. Chapter 8 : The Final Round !

8 - The Final Round
Title : The Final Round
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Ok, the 5th and the final round will be in this chapter ( duh! ) Sorry for not telling you about the progress
of the tournament in full details and how the duel goes for Yugi and the others. I have never duel with
someone before..( you can say that I have absolutely NO knowledge about this dueling thing, except the
fact that I know only a few duel monsters that are my favourite! :P ) and I didn't buy any Yugioh cards so
the only way is to skip the dueling progress, sorry! I hope you're not dissapointed as you have to know
that I like Yugioh all because of the story, not the dueling game! :o (after all, this is just the summary but
I will write the real and full details of this story after I finish writing this whole summary thing! ) alright,
enough babbling from me and on to the story! So, enjoy, folks! :D and review/comment!! :3
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
They were having a great battle especially the battle between Yami and Kaiba but finally, the 5th round
was over and the result is..(dun dun dun dunn..you guessed it! ;) ) Yugi, Yami and Celube were the
winner of this 5th round! (yay! :D ) And just as Yugi and Yami suspected, the person who was dueling
with Mai Valentine wasn't Celine but the person 'inside' her. Celine's dueling skills wasn't as good as 'the
person' who have won the 4th and 5th round. Since Yugi and Yami won this round, they might have an
opportunity to find out the true secret behind Celine's 'new partner'. In the 6th round which was the final
round, Yugi, Yami and Celine will enter a machine which will send them to 3-dimensional world. They
will have to fight and destroy all the monsters by using their duel monsters, then they will duel with 10
duelists created by the machine before they meet 'the King'. The person who duels the fastest and gets
the most points wins and will be the winner of this tournament! :D Yugi, Yami and Celine (who had
transformed into 'another person') entered the machine. Then, each of them were being sent to three
different worlds. Yugi landed on a strange medieval world while Yami landed on a cemetery, full of
zombies and mummies! ( scary! XD ) The girl who live inside Celine's body eventually landed on a dark,
spooky forest. Although they were in different, separate worlds, they were going to the same destination
that leads to the location where 'The King' was waiting for them..The battle has begun and they tried
their best to win this tournament..(good luck to them! :P )
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
and so the real battle has begun, we are so excited to know who wins this tournament, aren't we ? so
please keep on reading and leave me a comment! :P stay tune for the next chapter, Chapter 9 : The
Secret Weapon!

9 - The Secret Weapon
Title : The Secret Weapon
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
Hey, guys! Here's chapter 9, so please enjoy and comment! :P
During the 6th round and final round, Yugi, Yami and 'the girl' were having a fierce battle fighting with the
monsters that had blocked their way to victory. So far, the person who gets to destroy all the monsters
and gets most points was surprisingly the girl because she used special, rare cards that no one have
ever heard of and some of them has amazing effects which can great damage to the monsters. The duel
monster stood beside her was in fact her one of the favourites that is Silent Magician. Yugi used Dark
Magician while Yami used Dark Magician of Chaos ( all three of them seems to like to use
'Magicians'..XD ). The girl was the one who meet the 10 duelists first before Yugi and Yami arrives later
on. Then, the girl decided to use her 'secret weapon' to beat all 10 of them as fast as she could. This
'secret weapon' of hers was the combination of the 6 fairy cards ( where did she get all those cards ?
you'll find out soon! :P ) and she use the 'combine' card to transform all 6 of the fairies into two fairy
queens ( why there's two ? well, I couldn't explain this but it somehow happens..:o ) and those two fairies
were Flora and Fiona. The two of them can also combine together to summon the most powerful fairy of
all, Fransisca, The God Fairy. The power of Fransisca was twice the power of the three Egyptian Gods (
Osiris, Obelisk, and God of Ra..I think) However, in order to summon Fransisca, it is required to sacrifice
a great amount of life points that is 3000 life points ( o.O ) and 2000 life points to summon Flora and
Fiona, the two fairy queens. So, it was tough to summon them ( so that's why she bought a lot of cards
which can help her increase her life points ) The girl can only manage to summon at least 4 fairies when
she fought with the 5th duelist.( oh ya, the 6 fairies I've mentioned before are Water, Fire, Earth, Air,
Dark and Light. They are also known as the Elemental Fairies! :D ) When the girl fought with the 5th
duelist, Yugi and Yami were already gaining up and were now dealing with the 6th duelist (ooohhh..:o )
They were having a hard time trying to beat these 10 duelists. When all three of them fought and won
the duel, they were headed towards the location of 'The King'. This time, Yami was the first, while Yugi
was the second and the girl came third, but still, the girl has more points compared to the other
two..When they meet 'The King', they started to duel immediately without wasting time. The audience
and other duelists who were watching this breathtaking duel cheered for them. They were fascinated by
the girl's duel monsters and how well the three of them played. They were also eager to know who's the
real champion of this tournament especially Yugi's friends. The winner was still undecided and by the
looks of it, it seems that none of them have any idea of who is going to win this round. The three of them
were skillful duelists after all so all they could do was watch the duel that showed on the big screen..
So what do you think ? who is going to win this tournament ? this question will be answered when you
read the next chapter, so stay tune for Chapter 10 : And The Winner Is ? ( I don't know! *acts like I don't
anything..XD* ) and please comment! :P

10 - And The Winner Is ?
Title : And The Winner Is ?
Disclaimer : see chapter 1
alright! chapter 10 is up, please enjoy and comment! :P
Everyone was amazed when they saw the girl who has summoned the two fairy queens, Flora and
Fiona. It's strange to see that Flora looked identical to Celine and Fiona, of course looked identical to
'the girl' who's living inside Celine's body. Although the audience didn't really noticed this, Yugi's friends
were surprised and wondered if Flora and Fiona are just like Dark Magician who look like Mahad back in
Ancient Egypt, maybe those two fairy queens have something related to Celine's and 'the girl's' past ?
Their thoughts were interrupted when they heard the audience cheered, even louder than before..(
heehee, actually, some of the cards especially the fairies cards are NOT created by Pegasus, Celine
found these cards 'somewhere' and it has been created before Pegasus, but don't worry, you'll find out
soon! :D ) The girl used one of her most powerful attacks - The Fairy Combo Blast. The two fairy queens
used their wands and destroyed the monsters which was summoned by the 6th duelist. This way, she
can moved on to the next opponent easily without wasting time even though this plan was risky and
require more luck since she have to sacrifice 2000 life points! While she was beginning to duel with the
7th duelist, Yugi and Yami were dueling with the 7th duelist too but their duels were almost over. The
winners were still undecided. A few hours later, Yami and Yugi was dueling with their last opponent all
10, while the girl has just finished dealing with the 9th duelist..The girl had the chance to summon the
two fairy queens again and beat her opponent before she ran along with Yugi and Yami as the lead.
when tey reached the 'golden castle' where 'The King' was located. Without any seconds to spare, they
dueled with the 'The King' immediately. At this moment, the lowest life points was Yugi while the most
life points was the girl. However, it turned out to be a not-surprising result in the end. Yami was actually
the first to reach to the end which was getting the red flag that was situated on top of the golden castle (
you just have to run up the stairs and get it, it'll be tough to run up since the castle is very high! I'm not
sure how high it is but you've seen castles before in a fairy tale right ? XD ) 1 minute later, Yugi arrived
and got the red flag and after another 2 minutes, the girl finally arrived and so the winner has been
decided. Although the girl gets the most points at the beginning, it seems that Yami and Yugi get to
catch up and got higher points than her. It was very close but we have a winner ( and that is Yami!
*claps and cheered* XD ) The girl felt dissapointed but was happy to have a great duel with other
duelists in the tournament ( even though she didn't get the chance to duel with Yugi or Yami personally,
but maybe next time she will! :P but until now, she didn't get the chance to summon the God Fairy,
Fransisca throughout the battle ) The tournament was over and the audience including Yugi's friends
cheered for the three duelists who stood proudly on top of the 'golden castle', all three of them had felt
exhausted but enjoyed the battle with each other. Before, the three duelists had the chance to get out of
the machine, lights went out and everything inside the tournament was now in darkness, including the
machines which had all shut down so suddenly...
*gasp* Lights went out ? Machines shut down ?? What is happening and the more important thing is
what will happen to our three heroes who were trapped in the machine ??? eager to know ? Find out in
the next chapter! Chapter 11 : The Familiar Symbol!
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